## BOYS – (COMPULSORY)
- **Shirt:** Polo Shirt with College emblem
- **Shorts:** The only acceptable shorts are the College designed black shorts with pocket, stripes and logo.
- **Hat:** Black bucket or cap
- **Socks:** White or black socks

## GIRLS – (COMPULSORY)
- **Shirt:** Polo Shirt with College emblem
- **Shorts:** The only acceptable shorts are the College designed black shorts with pocket, stripes and logo.
- **Hat:** Black bucket or cap
- **Socks:** White or black socks

### SENIOR UNIFORM FOR BOYS Yrs 10 - 12 (NON-COMPULSORY)
- **Shirt:** White shirt with embroidered logo
- **Shorts:** Senior boys' shorts - black
- **Formal occasions only**
- **Tie:** College tie
- **Shoes:** Fully enclosed shoes covering the top of foot must be worn at all times on College grounds

### SENIOR UNIFORM FOR GIRLS Yrs 10 - 12 (NON-COMPULSORY)
- **Blouse:** White blouse with embroidered logo & tie
- **Shorts:** Senior girls’ skirt - black

### WINTER UNIFORM FOR BOYS AND GIRLS (only allowed Term 2 and TERM 3)
- **College Jackets** will be available from the college uniform shop. They are in school colours with an embroidered badge
- **Plain black pullovers** may be purchased from local shops. *(No motifs or writing of any kind. Patterned coats, jackets, sweatshirts, undershirts and flannelette shirts are not acceptable)*.
- **Winter pants** – long black trousers may be worn *(no denim of any kind – pants to be full length, not three-quarter)*.

### Jewellery
There are health and safety concerns when jewellery is worn at a workplace. The College has a responsibility to ensure that the items of jewellery worn by students do not constitute a potential safety risk. To meet safety requirements, students are permitted to wear the following:
- Silver/gold (thin) fine chain with a small pendant
- Earrings of a stud or small sleeper type
- A single flat ring
- Thin chain bracelet and watch

### Makeup
To maintain the high presentation of students, the wearing of eye makeup is not permitted.

### Excursions
Unless specifically advised otherwise, students are expected to wear full school uniform on college excursions

### Inability to wear uniform on a particular day (including covered footwear)
If the circumstances are such that a student cannot wear the uniform on a particular day, parents are asked to write a note explaining the problem. This action will be much appreciated. If a uniform is available to lend to a student from the Administration Office, students will be changed into this uniform.
If a uniform is unavailable, students will be issued with a uniform pass.

#### Footwear – Students are unable to enter College grounds in thongs and will remain in the office for the day (this is for their protection (WH&S) – work will be supplied to them) or parents will be contacted to bring in acceptable footwear. If a student is unable to wear closed shoes due to a medical problem, the student must wear a sock over the injured foot and wear covered footwear on the other foot. If both feet are injured and student is able to walk, then the student must wear shoes with a heel strap (again to safeguard the student.) If a student is not in full uniform and is going on an excursion or representing the college, then the student will not be permitted to attend the event until full uniform is obtained. *(Parents will be contacted if necessary)*

### Headwear
To maintain high standards of presentation, students are not permitted to wear headbands (hair bands are acceptable), beanies, scarves. Headwear worn for religious reasons is acceptable. Hats must be worn at all times outside the classroom. Hats are not to be worn in the classroom.

### Swimming (Including Swimming Carnival)
To protect students from exposure to the sun, sun shirts must be worn.

### Free Dress Days
These days are used as money raisers for the Student Council. The following dress code applies:
- Shirts with sleeves are not low cut and cover midriff
- Length of skirts or shorts must be thigh length
- No makeup
- Covered shoes must be worn
- Jewellery as per normal uniform description
- There is not to be any offensive slogans, logos or advertisements featuring alcohol or drug products on shirts or clothing